თევზე ტვინილი ვაჭრობის სახლური და ტერასის სამშენებლო საქმეში. გამოყენებაში გადაადგილი ტვინილი ვაჭრობის პირობებში და მის შესაძლებლობა ვაჭრობის სამშენებლო საქმეში.

ბავშვთავაში მოპოვება ასაშინოდა პასუხით შეტყობინება.

საქმეთა მონაწილეობები:
- რეჟიმის ფუნქციები მოიცავს გადადგილი სამშენებლო პირობებში.
- ამ ლომის წყვილში მიმდევრობა X-ის დარბაზში ტვინილი ტვინილი პასუხი. გამოთვლითი, თუ X-3 მაჩქერის ტვინილი ართხიანი პასუხი B გამოთვლით, ხოლო პასუხები გამოთვლითი X-3 საბინთი ვაჭრობის რიგი და არ რიგები, პასუხები (B) საბინთი შესაძლო ქვემოთ X-3 ბინთა X-3 ბინთა (ab. ბინთა)

გათვალისწინებეთ,
- შემდგომ ტვინილი ტვინილი პასუხის გათვალისწინება იზრდება გაზაფხული ქვემოთ X-3 ბინთა.
- ლომის მიზეზში X-3 ბინთა შემდგომ იყოს უკანა ქვემოთ (ab. ბინთა), ამგვარად არ უნდა იყოს ქვემოთ ზოგად.
- თანამედროვე მაჩქერის შესაძლო რიგებში ტვინილი მიმდევრობა უკანა ქვემოთ B ბინთა, ამ ქვემოთი ზოგად ქვემოთ X-3 ბინთა. თუ იმპერიულ ზოგად ქვემოთ X-3 ბინთა დამატება, ამით მაჩქერის აღმო ქვემოთ B ბინთა შედეგით B ბინთა.
- თუ ტვინილი ტვინილი გამოყენება შესაძლო მაჩქერის გამოყენება, ხოლო მაჩქერი დამატებით X-3 ბინთა, და მაჩქერი შესაძლო მაჩქერის ამულ გარემო (ქვემოთ X-3 ბინთა ზოგად B) ხოლო ბინთი ტვინილი შესაძლო მაჩქერი B ბინთა დამატებით (ab. ბინთა, ბინთა ზოგად B ლოგ 3).
- შესაბამისად სხვა მაჩქერი B ართხიანი იყო X-3 ბინთა, როგორც გამოყენება (ამ ერთ ტვინილი, რომლის შესაძლო ტვინილი ქვემოთ X-3 მაჩქერი გამოყენება) ამულ გამოყენების X-3 ფართობ განლება.

ნახევარი:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>[x]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

არხევა ბუნებრივი მაჩქერი D-მის გამოყენება მოქმედება, მიღება 2 ქვემოთ და 30 ქვემოთ, გაბადებით შესაძლო.
TASK 1: LISTENING

You are going to listen to eight texts. For each of them answer the question given. Mark the correct answer: A, B, C or D.

You have twenty seconds to look through the tasks. You will hear each recording twice.

1. Where is the dialogue taking place?
   A. At the library            C. At the Internet club
   B. At the restaurant         D. At the bank

2. Where is the dialogue taking place?
   A. At the fruit shop         C. At the shoe shop
   B. At the vegetable shop     D. At the bookshop

3. How much does one ticket cost now?
   A. 4 Laris                  C. 8 Laris
   B. 6 Laris                  D. 12 Laris

4. Why does the woman offer to walk the man to the museum?
   A. She is going to the museum herself.   C. She works at the museum.
   B. She is going the same direction.      D. She needs to cross the street.

5. What is the text about?
   A. Popular sportsmen         C. The weather in Georgia
   B. A new type of sport       D. Snowboarding school

6. What does Nick like to watch on TV most of all?
   A. Films in general          C. Reality shows
   B. Horror films             D. Weather forecast

7. How many members does The Stamp Collection Club have in Georgia?
   A. 30                      C. 300
   B. 18                      D. 3000

8. What is difficult for Nino?
   A. Going to a new school     C. Making new friends
   B. Living in Tbilisi         D. Spending time in the park
TASK 2: READING

Read the statements (1-8). Then read the advertisements and find which statement corresponds to which advertisement. Next to each statement write a letter (A-F). Some advertisements correspond to more than one statement.

1. Kate has just appeared in a film directed by a young German director. It is her first role. She wants to take part in a festival which will help her start a successful acting career. ______

2. You are an art critic. You will be visiting Italy in July and would like to have an opportunity to listen to world-class opera singers and see the best of contemporary dance. ______

3. Your cousin is a talented young pianist who has just started composing his own music. He is looking for a music festival which promotes beginning musicians and performers. ______

4. Your cousin who lives abroad is interested in birds, flowers and in nature in general. This year in July he is planning to celebrate his 15th birthday outdoors. ______

5. Your sister studies at the Cinema College. She wants to attend a festival in June to learn more about film production and meet some of the biggest names in the film industry. ______

6. You are planning an excursion for a group of 12th grade students in the first week of June. Your budget is very limited so you want to take them to an exhibition which they can see for free. ______

7. Mike is a big music lover. He will be touring Italy in June. He would like to attend musical events which feature the best modern music. ______

8. Your sister is interested in old Italian architecture. In July she wants to visit a place in Italy which is famous for its historic sites and old buildings as well as attend musical events. ______
**Summer Festivals and Exhibitions**

A. **The Warsaw International Film Festival** opens in the Polish capital on June 12th. This key international film event is the main attraction for world-class actors, directors, producers, and scriptwriters. The opening ceremony will be held outdoors in beautiful surroundings.

B. **The Florence Nature Park**, which is home to a variety of rare species of birds, will hold its annual butterfly festival in July. Don’t miss an opportunity to see the air filled with hundreds of exotic birds and butterflies. This is an unforgettable experience in the open fields of the park for the young and old alike.

C. **The Cinema Museum** in Tbilisi presents incredible bird and flower print designs by legendary Japanese costume designers. 100 costumes from over twenty recent films go on public exhibit on Wednesday, June 5th. Admission is free for college students and school children.

D. **The Bologna Art Festival** is a great chance to experience the world’s best opera performed by top singers in a historic outdoor area without paying a huge price. The festival also features modern ballet performances held in beautiful royal palaces. The opening ceremony is on 1st of July.

E. **The Music Festival of Milan** opens its doors of opportunities to new musicians and enthusiasts of classical and present-day music. Besides the ticketed performances, there will be lots of music on the streets of Milan during the festival from 10th to 20th June.

F. **The Prague Summer Film Festival.** Although the festival is only ten years old, it is regarded as one of the top film festivals in Europe. It promotes beginning actors and actresses, as well as the film production industry in general. It opens in July. Admission is free for students.
**TASK 3: READING**

Read the text. Then read the statements below and decide whether they are True (T) or False (F).

**Dinosaurs**

Millions of years ago, long before there were any people, there were dinosaurs. In spite of the fact that nobody has ever seen a living dinosaur, most people think that they are fascinating animals. All that is known about them has been learned from their remains, because the last dinosaur became extinct or died out over 64 million years ago. The oldest dinosaur remains were mainly found in rocks, which are more than 220 million years old. We know that dinosaurs lived on Earth for about 160 million years. The first dinosaurs were small animals, which changed over time forming thousands of different species, including the largest animals that ever walked on Earth.

Although the word dinosaur means ‘terrible lizard’, the name is misleading because dinosaurs were more closely related to the crocodiles and birds of today than to lizards. While many of them were very big - some were even larger than any other animal that has ever lived on dry land, some were as small as chickens. The small ones walked on their back legs, while others walked on all fours. Some dinosaurs had long necks and small heads. Others had huge horns or bodies covered with plates of bone. Some dinosaurs were meat-eaters, but most ate plants. We do not know what colour they were, but some scientists think that their bodies were probably brown and green like most living reptiles.

In the time of the first dinosaurs, the dry land of the earth formed one continent. Animals were able to reach all parts of this huge area. As a result, when the continent slowly split up to form seven separate continents, dinosaurs lived on all of them. This means that their remains can be found on every continent even on Antarctica. For most of the time that dinosaurs lived on Earth the climate worldwide was quite warm. There were few high mountains. Dinosaurs lived near thick forests and slow-flowing rivers. Although people have been digging up dinosaur bones for all human history, dinosaurs were scientifically described only in the early nineteenth century. Since that time, scientists have identified nearly a thousand different dinosaur species from all continents. While some of them weighed a few kilogrammes, others’ weight reached tens of tons.

There are many theories as to why the dinosaurs became extinct. The majority of scientists believe that an asteroid hit the earth and threw many tons of dust into the atmosphere, blocking the sun and creating a ‘long night’. Due to the lack of sunlight the plants died out and because almost 90 percent of dinosaurs were plant eaters, they all died too. Another theory states that the earth’s climate changed gradually over a long period of time and the dinosaurs were not able to adapt to the cooler and drier climate.
1. The text gives information about living reptiles and lizards. .........................  T    F
2. Dinosaurs lived on earth more than 64 million years ago. .........................  T    F
3. Dinosaurs’ bones are, in most cases, found in rocks. .............................  T    F
4. All dinosaurs walked on their back legs and were small-headed. .....................  T    F
5. Most dinosaurs were plant-eaters. .....................................................  T    F
6. Scientists have information about the colour of dinosaur skin. ......................  T    F
7. Initially the earth was made of one continent. ........................................  T    F
8. Dinosaur bones have been discovered on all seven continents. .....................  T    F
9. Scientists began studying dinosaurs in the eighteenth century. .....................  T    F
10. Scientists have different opinions about why dinosaurs died out. .................  T    F
TASK 4: READING

Read the questions (1-8) and try to find the answers to them in the text on the next page. Indicate the paragraph (A-F), in which you found the information, next to the question. Some paragraphs correspond to more than one statement.

Which paragraph

1. explains why mountain cycling became popular among women? ______
2. says that mountain biking gives you a different feeling of freedom? ______
3. has information about the percentage of off-road women riders? ______
4. says that men and women cyclists are completely different? ______
5. suggests that beginning riders should not ride with experienced riders? ______
6. states that it is very difficult to choose a suitable bike? ______
7. could have the title: ‘A gift for myself’? ______
8. could have the title: ‘Riding for enjoyment is more important than competing’? ______
Off-road riding

A. Off-road riding, or riding bicycles on rough bumpy roads, is becoming more and more popular among women in the UK these days. Almost 15 percent of female members of the cycling club ride off-road, and mountain bikes are widely used. Our magazine ‘Safe Ride’ decided to learn why off-road riding is gaining such popularity among ladies. So earlier this year our readers were invited to write about their experiences.

B. Most of the readers mentioned that exploring the world by riding a mountain bike is a very different experience. You cannot go far by walking, and ordinary bikes will easily break on the rough surface of the mountains. Some female riders started riding as a hobby while on holiday. Others started because their husbands, or ‘mad friends’ were doing it. One woman claimed she would never see much of her husband if she hadn’t started riding a mountain bike!

C. Half of the readers of our magazine said that they had ridden with a group, which consisted of women only. They thought that women were more supportive, more cooperative, more patient and less competitive than men. Such groups got enjoyment simply from riding in the countryside and not from riding for competition. Men were considered to be too keen on taking risks, and demonstrating the capabilities of their bicycles. However, some women felt that mixed company of men and women encouraged them to try harder.

D. Buying the right bike isn’t an easy task. For most women, the first bike was most commonly either too large or too small; it was hard to get good advice from a shop assistant who doesn’t see mountain biking from your point of view and isn’t a good advisor when it comes to choosing a bike. Often, shop assistants think that women cannot enjoy riding heavy mountain bikes.

E. Most of the women complained that shop assistants were not helpful. They were more interested in selling products the buyer didn’t want or need. Some of them even made sarcastic comments. Some women didn’t feel they were treated as real customers should be treated. ‘Is the bike for your son?’ is not a good question to ask a woman who is ready to spend a lot of money on a special present for herself.

F. More than 50 percent of the women suggested that you should start riding bikes with someone at your own level. This way you can gain experience and confidence gradually. You should plan to cover fewer miles than you would if you were riding on a smooth surface. And remember that there are few places to eat and drink off-road. One reader of our magazine was particularly encouraging: ‘Once you start, you’ll probably want to ride more as you discover a new sense of freedom – and that’s priceless’.
I always had a feeling that I would study at Royal Holloway - one of the largest multi-faculty colleges of the University of London which has a well-known history and reputation. I had visited the campus a few times to see my brother and I decided to follow in his footsteps! Going to university was never a subject for debate in our house as I come from an educated family. I think my parents would have gone mad if I’d suggested not going, but fortunately I wanted to go!

One of the top universities in the UK, Royal Holloway, is quite expensive. However, I did manage financially without support from my parents as I received considerable support from the government. The third year was the most difficult financially, and I spent very little time going out with my friends. I think I spent too much on food; I did not want to eat only beans and noodles – usual food for a student. I had a proper oven and stove to cook good meals. I also needed to buy more books, though fortunately as my brother had been at Royal Holloway and had studied similar subjects, I was able to use his books.

To be admitted to Royal Holloway I needed high marks. I worked hard to get them and I succeeded. At first, I thought that university seems like a big challenge. I was not really sure how to write university essays, but soon got used to it. I think the most important thing in the first year is to develop the skills needed for the second and third years. I did not find it hard moving away from home. I was looking forward to being independent. After finishing university I moved back home and that was difficult to get used to! I was fortunate enough to have many friends in my first year, and, though I met new people in both my second and third years, a number of those from the first year are still my closest friends today.

I believe I made the right choice when I chose History. On the one hand, History was one of my favourite subjects. On the other hand, after finishing the Faculty of History, the doors are open to many different careers. History is generally well-respected in the employment world. I was offered a job as a reporter for the House of Commons in Parliament. For me it was a relatively simple process, and I’m sure the reference letters from two of my professors at Royal Holloway must have helped a lot!

1. The writer of the article is
   A. a student at Royal Holloway.
   B. a Royal Holloway graduate.
   C. one of the staff at Royal Holloway.
   D. the head of Royal Holloway.
2. The writer’s parents
   A. expected her to go to college.
   B. did not care much about her education.
   C. paid for her university studies.
   D. did not have any formal education.

3. The writer studied at the university on the money from
   A. her parents.
   B. the government.
   C. her brother.
   D. her savings.

4. The writer preferred to have
   A. meals from a canteen.
   B. meals at cafés.
   C. home-made meals.
   D. fast-food meals.

5. In order to get into the university the writer needed
   A. good reference letters.
   B. a lot of her parents’ money.
   C. high grades.
   D. good connections.

6. What did the writer find difficult?
   A. Leaving home.
   B. Getting used to the university life.
   C. Making friends at the college.
   D. Moving back home.

7. Why did the writer choose to study history?
   A. She wanted to become a historian.
   B. She wasn’t interested in anything else.
   C. Her parents were also historians.
   D. There were more opportunities for graduates.

8. Which of the following would be the best title for the article?
   A. Memories of university life
   B. The best university of London
   C. How to get to Royal Holloway
   D. How to succeed at Royal Holloway
TASK 6: VOCABULARY

Read the text and fill the gaps with the words given below. Use each word only once. Two words are extra.

believe (A) keep (F) searching (K)
cases (B) police (G) times (L)
daughter (C) present (H) trust (M)
gifts (D) realised (I) woke (N)
idea (E) savings (J)

A mattress worth one million dollars

Many people like to keep small secret things, like letters, or things that remind them of good ........ (1), inside or under their mattresses, but as one woman in Israel has recently found out, it isn’t always a good ........ (2). The woman used to ........ (3) a lot of money, which she had been saving for many years, in her mattress. She is now regretting keeping her ........ (4) under her mattress, after her ........ (5) threw it out, with one million dollars inside! The woman, who doesn’t want to be named, had kept all her money inside her mattress because she didn’t ........ (6) banks. Her daughter didn’t know this and when she bought her mum a new mattress as a birthday ........ (7), she threw the old one away without telling her mum. Since then the family has been ........ (8) garbage bins in Tel Aviv, but haven’t been able to find the mattress worth one million American dollars. This is what the woman said to TV, press and radio journalists: ‘I ........ (9) up in the morning and started screaming, when I ........ (10) what had happened. It was all my money in the world.’ The family asked the ........ (11) to investigate the loss of the mattress as soon as possible. However, the police have other ........ (12) to look into first. The family is very disappointed.
The White House

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington DC, USA is a very special address. It is .......... (1) address of the White House, the official residence and workplace of the President of the United States. Originally the White House was grey .......... (2) was called the Presidential Palace. It was built in the years from 1792 to 1800. At this time the city of Washington was also being built. A contest was held .......... (3) choose the design for the President’s home. The contest was won .......... (4) an architect named James Hoban. The construction of the house continued for more than eight years. The large house designed by James Hoban was made .......... (5) grey stone. The original White House stood for fourteen years until 1812 when the United States and Britain went on war. The British invaded Washington .......... (6) burned many buildings, including the Presidential Palace. After the war James Hoban, the original architect, partially rebuilt the President’s home. In order to cover the damage .......... (7) the fire, the building was painted white. Eventually, it became known .......... (8) the White House. The White House, .......... (9) has six floors, is one of the most popular tourist attractions in the United States. Every year, more than a million visitors go through the five rooms .......... (10) are open to the public.
Hi Cynthia,

It’s Christmas Eve and the house is full of people and noise. I ……………………… (1. already/make) the Christmas pudding for tomorrow’s dinner. It smells so nice! Your Dad ……………………… (2. prepare) the turkey in the kitchen right now, so there isn’t much left to do for tomorrow morning. You know how I hate when everything ……………………… (3. do) the very last minute. I’m going to church in the morning, after we ……………………… (4. open) the presents. Your elder sister’s children, Dan and Jenny, are very excited. Dan ……………………… (5. expect) an iPhone from Father Christmas and Jenny wants a doll. I told them that Father Christmas ……………………… (6. not/come) till they were asleep. They’re in bed now, but I’m sure they ……………………… (7. wake up) early tomorrow morning. Dad will soon put the decoration on the Christmas tree. Tomorrow morning when kids wake up, they will be surprised to learn that the tree ……………………… (8. decorate) by your Dad. Do you remember what happened last Christmas? When your Dad ……………………… (9. put) the angel on the top of the tree, it suddenly fell over on the cat who was lying nearby. Fortunately the tree was not damaged and it ……………………… (10. look) lovely with the lights on it and the presents underneath but the cat never came near the tree after that. This year your Dad ……………………… (11. decide) to cheer up the New Year Tree with brand new toys. I got very angry when I learnt how much he ……………………… (12. pay) for them. But he said the new toys ……………………… (13. give) a special sparkle to the family gathering. We all wish you ……………………… (14. be) with us. It’s a pity you are not able to join us this year.

All my love,

Mum
Do you want to learn English? If so, read this advert carefully.

Have a fantastic time at our **English Summer School**. Improve your English and enjoy our sightseeing tours to discover all the amazing things the UK has to offer. Courses start in **summer**. Helpful teachers and **small classes** will make you feel at home. For more information please email us at: **ess@gmail.com**

**Where exactly?**

**Number of students?**

**When exactly?**

Write your reply here. The beginning is given. **Do not write your name or surname.** Use the space given.

**Dear Sir/Madam,**

**I read your advertisement in the online newspaper.**

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Best regards,
Read the essay task and write between 120-150 words.

Some people think that every child should learn how to play a musical instrument at school. Do you agree or disagree with this opinion? State your opinion and support it with reasons and examples.
აბიტურიენთთა საგამოცდო ტესტის პასუხები ინგლისურ ენაში

Version 1


Task 7: 1.the  2.and  3.to  4.by  5.of/from  6.and  7.from/of  8.as  9.which/that  10.that/which

Task 8: 1. have (already) made  2. is preparing  3. is done/is being done  4. have opened/open  5. expects/is expecting/has been expecting  6. would not come  7. will wake up  8. is decorated/was decorated/has been decorated  9. was putting/put  10. looked  11. has decided/decided  12. had paid/paid  13. gave/would give/were giving  14. was/were

Version 2


Task 7: 1. the  2. of  3. where  4. for  5. but  6. in  7. with/to  8. and  9. who/that  10. the

Task 8: 1. did not want  2. has passed  3. was feeling/felt  4. was given  5. did
6. was getting/got  7. complained  8. had been/was  9. was always arriving/always arrived
10. told/had told  11. do not regret  12. would do  13. will be published  14. will (shall)
send

Version 3


Task 7: 1. by/of  2. from  3. the  4. the  5. which/that  6. and/so  7. that  8. in/on/at  9. who /that
10. but

Task 8: 1. met  2. haven’t written  3. have been working/was working/have worked/worked
4. am planning/plan  5. was thinking/thought/think  6. want  7. will (shall) call  8. will be/would be
9. enjoyed 10. were offered 11. didn’t have 12. doesn’t want 13. are looking 14. have
(already) been taken/were (already) taken